THE LAST SURVIVORS series

DIVERGENT by Veronica Roth

By Susan Beth Pfeffer

(Teen Fiction RO)

(Teen Fiction PF)

Miranda's disbelief turns to fear in a split
second when a meteor knocks the moon
closer to the earth. (LIFE AS WE KNEW IT, THE
DEAD AND THE GONE, THE WORLD WE LIVE IN)

DELIRIUM by Lauren Oliver

In a future Chicago, 16-year-old Beatrice
must choose among five predetermined factions to define her identity for the rest of her
life, a decision made more difficult when she
discovers that she is an anomaly who does
not fit into any one group.

(Teen Fiction OL)

THE FOREST OF HANDS AND TEETH

Lena looks forward to receiving the
government-mandated cure that prevents
the delirium of love and leads to a safe,
predictable, and happy life, until ninety-five
days before her 18th birthday and her
treatment, she falls in love.

by Carrie Ryan

AMONG THE HIDDEN

UNWIND by Neil Shusterman

By Margaret Peterson Haddix
(Teen Fiction HA)

In a future where the Population Police
enforce thelaw limiting a family to only two
children, Luke has lived all his twelve
years in isolation and fear on his family's
farm, until another "third" convinces him
that the government is wrong.

ACROSS THE UNIVERSE by Beth Revis
(Teen Fiction RE)

Teenaged Amy, a cryogenically frozen
passenger on the spaceship Godspeed,
wakes up to discover that someone may
have tried to murder her.

LEGEND by Marie Lu

(Teen Fiction LU)
In this futuristic tale told in alternating
voices, the United States has devolved
into factions and California is a part of the
Republic. The people are oppressed,
except for the privileged few.

HUNGER GAMES
Read-a-likes

(Teen Fiction RY)

Mary lives in a small village governed by the
religious Sisterhood and bordered with a
fence to keep out the Unconsecrated a
horde of the undead.

(Teen Fiction SH)

In a society where unwanted teens are salvaged for their body parts, three runaways
fight the system that would "unwind" them.

UGLIES series by Scott Westerfeld
(Teen Fiction WE)

Tally's eerily harmonious, post apocalyptic
society gives extreme makeovers to teens
on their sixteenth birthdays, supposedly
conferring equivalent evolutionary
advantages to all.
(UGLIES, PRETTIES, SPECIALS, EXTRAS)

BLOOD RED ROAD by Moira Young

If you liked
THE HUNGER GAMES,
here are more
books you might like!

(Teen Fiction YO)

In a distant future, 18-year-old Lugh is kidnapped, and while his twin sister Saba and
9-year-old Emmi are trailing him across
bleak Sandsea, they are captured, too, and
taken to brutal Hopetown, where Saba is
forced to be a cage fighter until new friends
help plan an escape.

Allen Park Public Library
8100 Allen Road
Allen Park, MI 48101
313-381-2425
www.allenparklibrary.org

FEED by MT Anderson
(Teen Fiction AN)

Titus meets Violet, a girl who cares about
what's happening to the world and
challenges everything Titus and his friends
hold dear. A girl who decides to fight the feed.

SHIP BREAKER by Paolo Bacigalupi
(Teen Fiction BA)

Nailer, a teenage boy, works the light crew,
scavenging for copper wiring just to make
quota - and hopefully live to see
another day.

THE COMPOUND by SA Bodeen
(Teen Fiction BO)

Eli and his family have lived in their
underground Compound for six years. Eli's
father built the Compound to keep them safe.
But are they safe - really?

SEVEN KINGDOMS TRILOGY
By Kristin Cashore
(Teen Fiction CA)

Katsa has been able to kill a man with her
bare hands since she was eight - she's a
Graceling, one of the rare people in her land
born with an extreme skill. (GRACELING, FIRE,
BITTERBLUE)

ENDERS GAME by Orson Scott Card
(Science Fiction CA)

When brilliant Andrew “Ender” Wiggin is drafted to Battle School to learn to fight against
the aliens threatening humanity, what he
thinks are just battle games carry some very
real consequences.

MATCHED TRILOGY by Ally Condie
(Teen Fiction CO)

Cassia has always trusted the Society to
make the right choices for her. But was it a
glitch that showed another face at her matching ceremony? (MATCHED, CROSSED)

THE MAZE RUNNER by James Dashner

TRUANCY series by Isamu Fukui
(Teen Fiction FI)

Fighting against the Mayor and his
Repressive Educators is a group of former
students called the Truancy, whose goal is to
take down the system by any means
possible - at any cost.
(TRUANCY, TRUANCY ORIGINS)

(Teen Fiction DA)

16-year-old Thomas wakes up with no
memory in the middle of a maze and realizes
he must work with the community in which he
finds himself if he is to escape.

CHEMICAL ROMANCE TRILOGY
by Lauren DeStefano
(Teen Fiction DE)

After modern science turns every human into
a genetic time bomb with men dying at age
twenty-five and women dying at age twenty,
girls are kidnapped and married off in order to
repopulate the world. (WITHER, FEVER,
SEVER)

LITTLE BROTHER by Cory Doctorow
(Teen Fiction DO)

When your government becomes Big
Brother, it takes a Little Brother to bring it
down.

INCARCERON series by Catherine Fisher
(Teen Fiction FI)

Incarceron is a prison so vast that it contains
not only cells, but also metal forests,
Dilapidated cities, and vast wilderness. Finn
is sure he came from Outside Incarceron, but
few believe there is an Outside. (INCARCERON,
SAPPHIQUE)

EPIC by Conor Kostick
(Teen Fiction KO)

On New Earth, a world based on a video roleplaying game, fourteen-year-old Erik pursuades his friends to aid him in some unusual
gambits in order to save Erik's father from exile and safeguard the futures of each of their
families.

THE ELEVENTH PLAGUE by Jeff Hirsch
(Teen Fiction HI)

20 years after the start of the war that caused
the Collapse, 15-year-old Stephen, his father,
and grandfather travel post-Collapse America
scavenging, but when his grandfather dies
and his father decides to risk everything to
save the lives of two strangers, Stephen's life
is turned upside down.

CHAOS WALKING TRILOGY
by Patrick Ness
(Teen Fiction NE)

War with the natives has killed all the women
and infected the men with a germ that broadcasts their thoughts aloud for all to hear.
(THE KNIFE OF NEVER LETTING GO, THE
ASK AND THE ANSWER, MONSTERS OF MEN)

